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Introduction 

On the continent, Germany's unique blend of history, architecture, and businesses makes it 

distinctive. An intimate grasp of Germany's essence demands extensive exploration across 

multiple areas. Analyzing data points like these enables us to comprehend Germany's dominant 

standing across the globe. 

Historical Background 

Multiple domain shifts occurred during different periods in Germany's past. Innovative policies 

guided by Bismarck propelled German industry forward during the closing years of the 

nineteenth century. National integration followed suit, with his leadership pivotal to this 

development. Warring countries experienced Germany's dominance after enduring the 

destructiveness of battlefield mayhem. Following World War II, Germany was divided into two 

separate entities: Alongside each other, two German territories - West Germany and East 

Germany - share space. 

On Germany's chronological map, 1990 saw a critical junction where East and West reunited 

and the economic might flourished after Germany's unity, illustrating resilience and 

achievement. Through its unwavering commitment to these principles, this country 

successfully transformed itself into the dominant economic force in Europe and earned a global 

ranking of number four. These factors significantly influence global trade, contributing to 

Germany's profound effect. 



 

Population and Economy: 

With a population of above 82 million, Germany flaunts two remarkable distinctions - the 

largest country in the EU by people and one among the world's elite economies. Є3.8 trillion 

in economic output places this country among the elite economically, establishing it as a 

heavyweight. Germany's strong fundamentals have allowed it to excel internationally; its 

accomplishments range from exceptional output in vehicle creation to groundbreaking 

advancements in chemical synthesis, medicines, and healthcare services. This discrepancy 

highlights how much the national unemployment rate exceeded expectations, indicating strong 

economic health1. 

Education and Research: 

It's no secret why Germany boasts a reputation for prioritizing education and groundbreaking 

discoveries. Comprised of over 400 schools, its higher education sector presents abundant 

options. Germany hosts approximately 2.8 million students, with an abundance of overseas 

companions joining the fray. By prioritizing technical and scientific training, the nation 

encourages creativity and forward momentum in technology. Renowned worldwide for 

producing exceptional research results, German universities continue pushing boundaries2. 

 

 
1   The World Bank. (2023, March 8). Germany.: https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/germany 

The International Monetary Fund. (2023, March 8). Germany.: https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/Germany 

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. (2023, March 8). Germany.: 

https://www.oecd.org/germany/  
2  The German Education System-https://www.expatica.com/de/education/children-education/education-in-

germany-101611/ 

https://www.oecd.org/germany/
https://www.expatica.com/de/education/children-education/education-in-germany-101611/
https://www.expatica.com/de/education/children-education/education-in-germany-101611/


Here are some specific examples of how Germany's G20 education agenda has been 

implemented: 

• Supported by the German government's financial resources, international early 

childhood education receives assistance. 

• By collaborating with fellow G20 members, Germany established a shared 

understanding of early childhood learning guidelines. 

• Digital skills acquisition is receiving heightened priority under Germany's current 

governing body via tailored educational plans.3 

Technology: 

To expand its influence, Germany has diligently worked to refine its technological presence 

across continents.  

When it comes to digital transformation, the German administration deems it to be crucial for 

economic expansion and employment generation. With this aim in mind, Germany strives to 

become the undisputed champion of digital economies worldwide. 

Amidst the challenges to digitalization, Germany places great importance on online safety for 

residents & organizations alike. To bolster security measures, the administration dedicates 

significant funds towards research & innovations in cyberspace. 

Believing that Artificial Intelligence will significantly impact several fields, the German 

administration acts. To foster responsible AI innovations, the government is dedicatedly 

supporting R&D initiatives while crafting moral frameworks. 

 
3   G20 Education Ministers' Meeting Concludes Today: 

https://www.g20germany.de/Webs/G20/EN/G20/Agenda/agenda_node.html 

About G20: https://www.g20.org/en/about-g20/ 

Germany's G20 Presidency: https://www.bmuv.de/en/topics/europe-international/international/g7-and-

g20/germanys-g20-presidency 



Some examples of how Germany is using technology to address these issues include: 

Through strategic funding, the German government seeks to build a statewide digital 

foundation. Businesses and individuals alike will profit from this innovative infrastructure's 

capability to link them directly to top-notch online tools and services. Efforts by the German 

4government aim to establish uniform security protocols across industries and society. 

Following these standards ensures protection against digital assaults. Government support 

enables rapid progress in AI innovations. Through our investigation, we strive to keep Germany 

ahead of the curve in AI development.   

Tech advancements hold the key to Germany's prosperity goals, according to its strategic 

approach. Government officials maintain that technology holds the key to transforming 

Germany into a more robust economic force.5 

Renewable Energy and Sustainability: 

Remarkably progressive with renewables and sustainability, Germany leads by example. 

Renewable energy pioneer, this organization continues to adopt eco-friendly practices with 

commitment. In 2021, around 47 percent of Germany's entire electrical output was generated 

by sun and wind powers together. By setting such targets, the nation endeavors to enhance 

energy conservation while fostering long-term sustainability. The German administration's 

enthusiasm toward the Evergreened movement has made them a leader in mitigating climate 

change. 

As a worldwide pioneer in switching to eco-friendly electricity sources, Germany leads by 

instance. In that particular year, 45% of the electricity came from environmentally friendly 

 
 
5 G20 Shaping digitalization at global level- https://www.de.digital/DIGITAL/Redaktion/EN/Dossier/g20-

shaping-digitalisation-at-global-level.html  

https://www.de.digital/DIGITAL/Redaktion/EN/Dossier/g20-shaping-digitalisation-at-global-level.html
https://www.de.digital/DIGITAL/Redaktion/EN/Dossier/g20-shaping-digitalisation-at-global-level.html


sources like solar, wind, and plant life. Holding the record for being the most significant 

proportion of renewables among G20 nations. 

Germany's success in renewable energy has been driven by several factors, including the 

government backing through programs such as feed-in tariffs and tax breaks benefit renewable 

energy significantly and will promote economic growth.  

Experience in Germany highlights the possibility of reconciling economic prosperity with 

ecological responsibility via renewables integration. Renewable energy adoption by the nation 

has been instrumental in creating jobs while also increasing exports and lowering greenhouse 

gas output. 

In 2017, Hamburg served as the gracious host to the renowned G20 Summit, thanks to German 

warmth. At the gathering, the G20 heads agreed on the Hamburg Climate and Energy Action 

Plan for Economic Expansion. A series of actions have been proposed to hasten the shift toward 

a low-emission economy. 

The plan includes commitments to: 

• Enhancing the incorporation of environmentally friendly sources within the energy 

industry 

• Improve energy efficiency.  

• Invest in clean energy technologies. 

• Enabling them through financial assistance and knowledge sharing. 

The Hamburg Climate and Energy Action Plan represents a substantial advancement toward 

mitigating the impact of climate change globally. Adopting a visionary approach, Germany 

continues to set the bar high for other nations as they embark upon the path of environmentally 

friendly power generation. 



Sustainable Growth 

Advocating robustly for ecologically friendly expansion during the G20, Germany stands apart. 

In 2017, while assuming the G20 presidency, Germany aimed to develop a cutting-edge 

economic framework to upgrade the Group of Twenty economies and facilitate change across 

rapidly growing countries. At Hamburg, the Group of Twenty provided a definitive nod towards 

facilitating a global energy transformation while helping developing countries navigate this 

critical transition period. Here are some of the specific initiatives that Germany has taken to 

promote sustainable growth within the G20: 

 

Established the G20 Green Finance Study Group to identify & advance green financing 

options: 

A pathway for executing the Paris Arrangement and advancing into a low-carbon economic 

system was defined via the G20 Hamburg Climate and Energy Action Plan for Development. 

By pooling knowledge with institutions and corporations, it co-founded the (G20) Sustainable 

Energy Finance Forum. There, the financing of green undertakings might be broached amongst 

investors, authorities, and companies. By joining forces, it planned on directing $2 trillion 

toward eco-friendly infrastructural endeavors before 2025.67 

 
6   Germany's Energy Transition: A Global Role Model: https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/electric-power-

and-natural-gas/our-insights/germanys-energy-transition-at-a-crossroads 

International experts see Germany as energy transition role model but doubt it will reach own targets: 

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/news/international-experts-see-germany-energy-transition-role-model-doubt-

it-will-reach-own-targets 

Germany - Countries & Regions - IEA: https://www.iea.org/countries/germany 
7 ESG and Sustainability- 

https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwiC4JGC5oOBAxWamWYCHdGaDaUYA

BABGgJzbQ&ae=2&dsh=1&agsac=883swpBONKE&gclid=CjwKCAjwrranBhAEEiwAzbhNtS18nj6RL_j3ial

OTKEkH8uDYAUbJXHFTVl_9SLriRtnC-

89V4rGNxoCKNoQAvD_BwE&cit=CkUKCQjwrranBhDGARI0AB1EHR-

WuuPNk_8VTUKyVDzEYlGWTUlIz-MZ5z8RPddV-

hHtoIRXK4zqYZSLRPvaKBV0HRoC7Wfw_wcB&ohost=www.google.com&cid=CAESbeD21kB6aHE5z9N5

SYUnPY4eGpTsj7Vd9edRQzaa3e1ErUQJtqLytrW-j2oxWvkSu-



Infrastructure and Transportation: 

An intricate system of infrastructure characterizes contemporary Germany. Renowned 

worldwide for smooth roads, sleek trains, and integrated public transport, this country takes 

pride in its efficient mobility solutions. Domestic and international trade rely heavily on the 

transportation industry within Germany, providing substantial contributions to the national 

GDP. Sustainability takes precedence in German public transit with timeliness and accuracy 

playing supporting roles.8 

 

Healthcare and Social Welfare: 

Thanks to an impressively broad system, German residents enjoy ample medical attention. A 

mutualized health coverage plan is enforced across the nation, where workers and companies 

alike contribute financially. By providing comprehensive coverage, this system allows for 

efficient delivery of medical interventions throughout Germany. Coverage extends beyond 

medical care in Germany's inclusive social support program; jobless benefits, aging pensions, 

and resources for impoverished households are additional elements. The data highlighted 

earlier underscores the significance and accomplishments of Germany across multiple areas. A 

fusion of technological know-how and social welfare underpins Germany's prosperity in 

today's dynamic age. Capitalizing on its strengths and tackling fresh hurdles, Germany 

positions itself as a driving force behind social improvement.9 

 
EE3nrAerUIapUtX8UdXTSIXZ_nH5ctapp0iMdM3-ZlXkNwyihuwX73r8S_af12R-fDum-JsVWIct-

tVmM&sig=AOD64_0W2JIKJJJPIqk5HqMVR9YGw1H6Kw&q&adurl&ved=2ahUKEwjc4ImC5oOBAxWiU

GwGHZkmD6MQ0Qx6BAgCEAE&ms=CoACXeufvoAa1Vj_gIycrGgvrNG69wvQlCQJghriVTr7lgKodLKa

WpW_rIQY_NryUOoyn8206c4MV32PaFKj1c5N43jKw-vT-A6VLCILZEHlQ3Fpc_Vu3ZDur608qB-

vgzx0NSTIy80YswH_DAU0GJ-AsGbtQdRkKXE… 
8 Transport and Infrastructure in Germany- 

https://www.worlddata.info/europe/germany/transport.php#:~:text=In%20total%2C%20the%20rail%20network,

traffic%20on%20rivers%20and%20canals. 
9 Health and Social Service-https://www.jstor.org/stable/44649269 



Terrorism 

Through its leadership within the G20, Germany seeks to enhance global safety and order. In 

addition, the nation addresses pressing concerns on a global scale including terrorism. Through 

economic aid, Germany supports nations struggling against terrorist groups. Enhancing safety 

and surveillance capacities across borders, the nation provides education and tools. Providing 

both practical backing and emotional comfort, the nation has contributed significantly to 

combatting terrorism globally. Providing political backing to nations facing terrorism 

challenges, Germany demonstrates solidarity. Building global agreement on combatting 

terrorism remains a crucial objective.10 

Amidst concerns about terrorism, Germany introduced stronger security procedures primarily 

targeting airports, railway stations, and other public areas. Enhancing their ability to track and 

monitor potential terror threats, Germany has strengthened its intelligence capabilities. By 

joining forces with other states, we can widen our knowledge of prospective terrorist 

organizations via intel exchange. 

By encouraging acceptance and mutual respect within society, Germany has actively sought to 

stifle radicalization. Following this path, has helped reclaim those once involved with terrorism 

and prompted them to abandon violent methods. By tackling key factors including economic 

disparity, social imbalances, and insufficient learning opportunities, Germany hopes to 

eliminate terrorism. Collaborating towards establishing a more serene global environment, 

Germany shares commitment.11  

 

 
10 Terrorism in Germany-https://rm.coe.int/profiles-on-counter-terrorist-capacity-germany/1680641010 
11 Terrorism." Germany Diplomatic and Security Review. Publisher or website name, publication year. 



Human Resources Management 

As part of the G20, Germany prioritizes effective human resource management. Underlining 

the connection between effective HRM and financial success, the G20 recognizes this area's 

value. Building upon earlier initiatives, the Hamburg Action Plan represents a crucial step 

forward for human capital management across G20 territories. By putting resources into early 

years' education & upbringing, individuals may enjoy later advantages like greater proficiency 

in schoolroom settings & stronger relationships with friends and neighbours.12 

• Promoting lifelong learning  

• Narrowing the divide between men and women in terms of work opportunities 

• Protecting workers' rights 

Implementing diverse hiring strategies within organizations may sound simple yet holds the 

power to transform how people collaborate daily, which then impacts business performance 

positively; ultimately promoting social cohesion through various efforts related thereto. 

Here are some other examples of how Germany is using Human Resource Management to 

promote economic growth: 

By providing economic rewards, Germany's government supports enterprises with apprentice 

hires. Additionally, the German administration supports initiatives that equip employees with 

fresh proficiencies. Using advanced technologies, German companies optimize human 

resources management. Illustrative of this trend, many organizations now turn to web-based 

tools to find and hire new workers. Both the federal administration and private sector are 

dedicated to implementing Human Resource Management principles to spur financial 

 
12 Human Resource Management- https://hrmpractice.com/hrm-germany/  

https://hrmpractice.com/hrm-germany/


expansion. Through this pledge, Germany cemented its status as an economic powerhouse 

internationally.13 

Trade 

Here are some examples of how Germany has used its G20 membership to promote trade: 

Hamburg played host to the G20 meeting, with Germany being the central point of interest. 

The summit concluded with a unified commitment to enhance global trade and investment 

through coordinated actions, as reflected in the "Global Call to Action."14 

Also vocally opposing protectionism, Germany has made itself heard. Speaking in 2018, 

Chancellor Merkel warned against protectionism's futility. By strengthening ties with fellow 

G20 members, Germany strives to expand commercial opportunities. For instance, in 2019, 

Germany and China entered a broad economic cooperation pact (CEPA). This accord could 

potentially double annual trade and investment volumes between both nations15. 

In keeping with its economic goals, Germany subscribes to unrestricted and accessible 

commerce. From being a significant trader globally, Germany profits substantially. Over half 

of Germany's overall trading activity takes place with G20 nations. As a key platform for 

advancing German commercial interests, the G20 holds great sway. By its G20 membership, 

Germany has collaborated effectively with leading economic nations to foster increased 

international commerce and financial investment. By creating jobs and fueling global growth, 

this movement has spread beyond German borders with a significant impact.16 

 

 
13   Ghai, Yash. Human Resource Management: A Contemporary Text: Economics, Politics, and Public Policy. 
Routledge, 2023. 
14 Commercial Guidelines- https://www.trade.gov/country-commercial-guides/germany-market-overview  
15 Germany – Trade, Industry, Manufacturing- https://www.britannica.com/place/Germeny/Trade-and-industry  
16 https://www.b20germany.org/priorities/trade-investment/ti-g20-goals/  

https://www.trade.gov/country-commercial-guides/germany-market-overview
https://www.britannica.com/place/Germeny/Trade-and-industry
https://www.b20germany.org/priorities/trade-investment/ti-g20-goals/


Germany's Role in the G20 

A legacy of the division followed by reunification has transformed Germany into a prominent 

figure on the world's stage today. As a key player within the G20, Germany's contributions 

shape the world economy and promote interconnectedness. Through a detailed analysis, this 

portion investigates Germany's involvement in the G20, focusing on its substantial influence 

and accountability. 

This platform, founded in 1999, enables the world's leading economies to collaborate on 

pressing global financial concerns via talks. Germany's longstanding membership in the G20 

has enabled it to shape the organization's objectives. By wielding considerable economic 

influence, Germany engages meaningfully in conversations about commerce, funds, 

environmentally conscious progress, and global leadership. Acting as a bridge between leaders, 

Chancellor Scholz undertakes the responsibilities of the G20's Sherpa. 

Through its complex involvement, Germany shapes the G20 landscape. By fostering 

collaboration across borders and encouraging agreement between disparate countries, our 

institution fulfils its critical mission effectively. By prioritizing initiatives related to these 

complex problems, Germany continues to set standards. Advocating for a system built upon 

equitable laws and freely functioning markets, multilateralism underscores the need for mutual 

understanding. Germany's impact on the G20 goes beyond mere financial issues. A product of 

history, particularly the unification endeavours and devotion to principles of liberty and justice, 

the nation’s perspective on world problems differs. Leading by example in domains like 

sustainable growth, gender parity, and humanitarian support, Germany's influence on the G20's 

socially conscious and environmentally aware platform cannot be overstated. 

Shining light on German determination, financial might, and global partnerships through the 

lens of its historical context, the G20 illuminates its central role. From the hurdles of unification 



to becoming a major player globally, Germany displays impressive agility and directional 

acumen on the world stage. Being a member of the G20, Germany makes significant 

contributions toward establishing effective economic policies and resolving urgent matters 

globally. By maintaining active membership in the G20 group, Germany keeps pushing itself 

to shape meaningful talks among fellow members with utmost care for furthering the collective 

quest for improved global fiscal resilience and eco-friendly progress. 

As a vital component of the G20, Germany diligently works towards formulating global 

economic frameworks and encourages mutual understanding across nations. Economic 

success, robust governance, and commitment to international cooperation anchor Germany's 

prominent role within the G20, tackling worldwide issues and promoting environmentally 

friendly growth through collective action. Examining Germany's current G20 involvement, our 

investigation delves into its top concerns, undertakings, and effects on global governance. 

Key Priorities: 

Underlining its commitment to green growth and equitable expansion, Germany concentrated 

on these three essential issues during its G20 tenure. Initially, Germany sought to promote 

durability, ensure long-term sustainability, and increase accountability among worldwide 

economic systems. We advanced reforms, which bolstered regulatory infrastructures, increased 

monetary stability, and solved issues involving fiscal discrepancies and unethical practices. 

Next, Germany focused on leveraging technology's potential for societal advancement and 

financial gain. To promote inclusive digital transformation, the nation focused on bridging 

digital infrastructure divides, cultivating digital abilities among diverse groups, and 

encouraging creativity and enterprise. 

In addition, Germany placed great importance on putting into practice the Paris Agreement on 

climate change by advancing global climate policies. Addressing the pressing concern of 



climate change, Germany sought to bolster global collaboration, foster clean energy 

development, and facilitate a shift toward environmentally friendly, carbon-restrictive 

economies. 

Initiatives and Contributions: 

Leading by example, Germany spearheaded various successful projects while presiding over 

the G20. Outlining a thorough plan for balanced expansion, the Hamburg Action Plan 

represented a substantial milestone. Job creation, infrastructural investments, and promotion of 

fair commercial interactions were among the crucial aspects highlighted in the proposal. In 

addition, it highlighted the value of fostering women's economic contribution through capacity 

building. 

By spearheading the "Investment Compact for Africa," Germany strives to foster private 

investments &amp, environmentally responsible economic growth on the continent. 

Encouraging partnerships across G20 nations and African countries, this venture specifically 

addressed fields such as infrastructure, agriculture, and energy. By prioritizing inclusivity, we 

sought to stimulate economic expansion, bolster job markets, and elevate living conditions in 

African communities. 

Climate change mitigation saw significant progress, thanks to Germany's prominent part in 

upholding the Paris Agreement. Active efforts were made to motivate G20 countries to ratify 

and enforce their promises. Co-chairing the Climate and Energy Action Plan for Growth with 

another nation, Germany sought to advance sustainable energy methods, heighten energy 

productivity, and encourage financial commitments to eco-friendly power sources. 

 

 



Leadership and Multilateralism: 

Evidencing its adherence to global partnerships, Germany's G20 presidency highlighted its 

capable stewardship. By working closely alongside G20 nations, international agencies, and 

societal leaders, we sought to achieve shared objectives through collective action. Through 

skilled negotiation and compromise, Germany worked towards establishing harmony among 

varied viewpoints on key global challenges. 

Germany's approach to leadership involved actively seeking diverse viewpoints and fostering 

productive conversation. Through open communication, this platform strives to find consensus 

on pressing matters like worldwide commerce, financial governance, and environmental 

modification, leading to collectively advantageous arrangements. 

The Impact of Germany's G20 Presidency: 

Due to Germany's G20 tenure, global partnerships witnessed remarkable improvements toward 

long-term sustainability. By identifying key areas of focus and establishing priorities, this entity 

paves the path forward toward sustainable progress and societal advancement. Through its 

prioritized focus on digitalization, climate action, and sustainable African development, 

Germany advanced these critical global issues. 

Additionally, Germany's leadership during its G20 tenure fostered global collaboration and 

embodied multilateral ideals. Through facilitation, cooperation formation, and collective 

solution-finding, Germany greatly influenced universal problems. 

The country's G20 presidency showcases its efforts to foster cross-border unity and 

environmentally conscious progress. By establishing crucial objectives, programs, and 

impactful involvement, Germany aimed to cultivate fortitude among G20 member nations 

while creating a fair stage for itself on the global platform. Despite the disturbance caused by 



protests and violence, the meeting led to vital understandings, inclusive of decreasing 

international emission levels. 

Conclusion  

Germany has used the G-20 platform to its fullest in promoting issues like renewable energy, 

expanding it defines market, and making inroads in many underdeveloped countries, bringing 

in investments and new technologies, to promote new research methods. Germany has voiced 

its strong opinion in support of sustainable development and promoting the idea of the same in 

the Global South.  G-20 has helped Germany connect with the Global South in terms of trade, 

human resources, and many more terms. Germany remains an asset in the grouping voicing the 

Concerns of Europe. 
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